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Required Tools and Adhesives:
● Scissors, Trimmer, General Adhesive
● Craft knife and cutting mat OR pair of small detail
scissors for cutting the tree
● Scoring tool and ruler
● Glue dots, tacky tape or Zip Dry glue - a strong
adhesive for attaching the tent
● Paper piercer (or push pin)
● Regular office tape
● Yarn needle with large eye
● Crop-a-Dile
● Foldover Tab punch or die-cut
● Plastic plate or other large circle for tracing
About 11 in (28cm) in diameter
● Optional: 3 inch circle punch

Suggested Supply List:
● (1 sheet) Bazzill “Clover Leaf” Dotted Swiss Cardstock #T5-5141
● (2 sheets) Bazzill “Java” Cardstock #T9-990
● (Scraps) Red and Orange Cardstock for fire
● (1 sheet) Paper Loft “Wilderness” paper #BC106
● (1 sheet) Paper Loft “Forest” paper #BC107
● (2 sheets) Paper Loft “Call of the Wild paper #BC109
● (1/4 sheet) Paper Loft “Marked Trail” paper #BC101
● (1 sheet) Paper Loft “Back Woods” Alphabet stickers #BC221
● (1) Paper Loft “Ledger” Journaling Card #BC227
● (1) Paper Loft “Accounts of the Day” Storyteller Card #BC205
● (4) Basic Grey Small Magnetic Snaps #MET359
● (26 in/66cm) Creative Impressions Brown w/Cream Stitch
ribbon #70926
● (7 in/18cm) Creative Impressions Timber and cream 1/4”
mini-check gingham ribbon #80194
● (48 in/122cm) Twine or String for tent cords
● (6) Standard silver eyelets
● (4) Black or grey mini-brads
● (1) Toothpick
● (2) Small pop-dots and scraps of white paper

CUT THE PAPERS
Follow the diagrams to pre-cut the papers, making sure the papers are oriented as shown. Place a small sticky note on each cut
piece, labeling it with its letter. Sections shown with X’s through them are not used on the project. All units are in inches, width
listed first. To convert to centimaters, multiply by 2.54 Total cut/labeled pieces = 12.

C 1x12

B 12x4
A 12x12

C 1x12

B 12x4

D 10x12

B 12x4
Call of the Wild Paper (sheet 1)

E 12x3

Marked Trail Paper

Call of the Wild Paper (sheet 2)

F 8.5x12

Wilderness Paper

G 3.5x12

Forest Paper

H 9x11

Clover Leaf Cardstock

I 3x12
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CREATE THE LAYOUT BACKGROUND
Place two pieces of Java cardstock next to each other. Add the 12x4 strips of Call of the
Wild paper (B), brown-side-up, to the cardstock, about 1.5” (3.8cm) from the bottom edge.

B

Add the 10x12 piece of Forest paper (D), stripes-side-up, across the seam of the cardstock
so that about 6” (15.25cm) is on the right page and the rest is on the left page. Trace a
large circle onto the full sheet of Call of the Wild paper (A) and cut it out. Adhere the circle,
moose-side-up, to the layout so that most of the circle is on the left page and about 1.5”
(3.8cm) is on the right page. (Hint: turn the layout over and cut between the cardstock a
little from the top and a little from the bottom to see where the centerline is) Cut the 3” strip
of Marked Trail paper (E) into two 1.5” (3.8cm) strips. Create a title on the tan side of the
strips using letter stickers. Trim the ends of the paper strips at an angle after creating the
title and adhere them to the layout as shown in the diagram.

E

B

A

D

E

Use a paper clip to hold the TREE TEMPLATE in place over the 3” strip of Clover Leaf
cardstock (I) and use a craft knife or detail scissors to cut out the tree from the cardstock.
Adhere the tree to the left page above the title and overlapping the circle. Create a tree
trunk using ribbon. Turn the layout over and use a craft knife and ruler to cut the two pages
apart at the seam. Add ribbon along the bottom of the tan paper strips on both pages and
adhere the ends to the back of the layout using tape.
CREATE THE CARD
Turn the 9x11 piece of Clover Leaf cardstock (H) so the long side (11”) is
at the top and then fold it in half, creating a 5.5” x 9” card with the dots on
the inside of the card. Punch or die cut a foldover tab from the 3.5x12
strip of Wilderness paper (G). Open the card and adhere the foldover tab
to the left (opening) edge of the card slightly lower than centered. (The
top of the sticking-out-tab is about 4.5 inches/11.5cm from the top of the
card.) Add magnets (opposite polarities) to the card as shown.

4.5”

C
H

Trim the length of the two 1 inch strips of Forest paper (C) to 9” (23cm)
and adhere them, trees-side-up, to the edges of the card, covering the
magnets.

CREATE THE TENT
Print the TENT TEMPLATE on the patterned side of the 8.5x12 piece of Wilderness paper (F). Cut or
punch out the FIRE PIT and set it aside. Follow the directions on the TENT TEMPLATE to construct
the tent. Adhere the base panels of the tent (C) inside the card, meeting at the fold, about 0.75” (2
cm) in from the top of the card.

0.75”

Cut two 10” (25cm) pieces of string or twine
and thread them through the eyelets at the
top of the tent. Center them and adhere the
ends down to the card using a mini glue dot.
Pierce holes through the ends of the string
and put mini-brads through.

C
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CREATE THE CAMPFIRE
Trim the “Accounts of the Day” journaling card down to 3.25x4 (8.3cm x 10cm)
and mat with the remaining scrap of Wilderness paper (G). Adhere the FIRE PIT
circle centered over the fold of the card and the journaling piece to the left of it as
shown.
Loosely cut out the three pieces of the FIRE TEMPLATE. Paper clip the largest piece over a 4x12 piece of Call of the Wild paper
(B), brown-side-up, and cut and score the template through both pieces. Use the largest template again to cut the same piece from
a scrap of orange cardstock. Cut the orange piece just above the log and up the center and then glue the two halves to the flames
of the brown piece. Paper clip the smaller templates over a scrap of red cardstock and cut them out. Glue them over the orange
flames, completing the fire. Use the small hole punch on a Crop-a-Dile to punch a hole near the top, directly through the fold.
Now fold the base tabs under the fire, add a strong adhesive to them, and adhere the fire in the center of the fire pit. The base tabs
will touch each other at the fold of the card.

discard

BROWN
(complete piece)

ORANGE
(only use flame halves)

RED
(glue over orange)

FINISHED FIRE
(punch hole and
fold base tabs under)

FINISHING THE FIRE
Cut “rocks” from the scraps of Call of the Wild paper (B) and glue
them around the fire pit.
To make the marshmallow stick, first peel up the liners from two small
pop-dots and cover the sticky parts with scraps of white paper. Pierce
one of the pop-dots onto a toothpick and slide it down about an inch
(2.5 cm).

Slide the toothpick through the hole in the fire from the front
and then slide the other pop-dot onto it from behind, locking
the toothpick to the fire. Adjust the location of the pop-dots
and trim the ends of the toothpick as desired.
ADD THE CARD TO THE LAYOUT
Fold the tent card closed and use a strong adhesive, like tacky tape,
to adhere the finished card to the right page of the layout so the fold
of the card is at the left edge of the page, and the top of the card is
about 0.5” (1.3cm) from the top of the page. Add another magnet to
the top of the card. The magnet will find the correct placement over
the top of the magnet underneath it.

SIDE VIEW OF FIRE

Cover the front of the card with the Ledger journaling card, trimming it
as necessary to fit the card and cover the magnet.
The placement of the last magnet depends on the type of album the layout will be stored in and how much of a gap there is
between pages. For proper placement, put page protectors in the album and then put the right page inside its protector. For the
left page, lay the page on top of the page protector. Place the final magnet on top of the right page protector, label-side-up, over
the card, and let it hold itself to the magnet on the page. Peel up the liner of the magnet so it is sticky on top and then carefully
close the album from the right side, sticking the magnet to the left page in the proper position. Cover the magnet with a photo.
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STITCHING AROUND THE CIRCLE
Use a large yarn needle to punch holes around the circle paper,
avoiding the tree, title and ribbon. Stitch the holes with string or twine,
taping the ends on the back of the page.
Add photos and journaling as desired.
IDEAS FOR LEDGER JOURNALING CARD:
Top Things We Like about Camping
Favorite Camping Trips
Itinerary of the trip (Day 1: Hiked to lake, Day 2: Went Fishing, etc.)
PEP TALK:
Camping was designed to be taught as a class OR for at-home construction. I’ve included lots of color photographs, diagrams and
detailed instructions to help you on your journey. You can do this! If anything seems confusing, try it first with scrap paper before
using the pretty stuff. Feel free to customize the project in your own style, using different papers and embellishments. Need help?
e-mail me through www.karenburniston.com. Thank you!
COPYRIGHT INFO:
This project, instructions and templates are copyrighted. If you have purchased the instructions directly from Karen Burniston or taken
a class from an authorized store, then you have purchased a legal limited non-exclusive copyright release for your own personal use.
Personal use means making projects for yourself or to give away as gifts. You may not use the instructions or templates for commercial purposes, such as teaching a class, selling copies, or to make projects to sell, even if the colors or sizing is changed. (Contact
Karen Burniston to purchase a commercial release.) Do not post any part of these instructions or templates on the internet or share
them with friends. Feel free, though, to post and share your finished creations on the internet with inspiration credit given to
karenburniston.com. If your friends want to make their own Camping layout, please direct them to the store where you took the class
or to www.karenburniston.com, where they can purchase a copy of the instructions and templates. Thanks!
HOOKED ON POP-UPS?
Karen is now designing pop-up dies for Sizzix! Check them out at www.sizzix.com

FIRE TEMPLATE

TREE TEMPLATE

